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The Konnichiwa method for finding out common points 

K Kyou wa atsui / samui desu ne (= It’s hot/cold, isn’t it ?).  
/ Kazoku wa ogenki desu ka ? (= Is your family fine?)/ 
Kangaete mite kudasai (= Please consider it.). 

O Onaka ga sukimashita ne (= We are hungry, aren’t we ?). / 
Oishii desu ne (= It’s yummy, isn’t it ?). / osoroshii desu 
ne (= It’s scary, isn’t it ?). / osoi desu ne (= It is late, isn’t it ?). 
/ osoroi desu ne (= The same looking, isn’t it ?). 

N Nihon no technology wa subarashii desu ne (= 

Japanese technology is great, isn’t it ?). 
N Nihon ni ittemitai desu. (= I would like to go to Japan.) 
I Ichido sushi o tabeta koto ga arimasu (= I have eaten 

sushi once.). / ii tenki desu ne (= It’s good weather, isn’t it ?). 
/ issho desu ne (= Similar/the same, isn’t it ?). 

C Chichi mo nihon ga suki desu (= My father also likes 

Japan). / Chotto tsukaremashita ne (= We are tired, 

aren ‘t we ?). 
H Haha mo nihon ga suki desu (= My mother also likes Japan). / 

Hayaku kuru to ii desu ne (= It would be good if it comes 

early). / Hima desu ne (= Nothing to do at the moment, 

haven’t we ?). / hidoi desu ne (= It is terrible, isn’t it ?). 
I  isogashii desu ne.(You/We are busy, aren’t you/we ?) 
W Watashi mo nigate desu. (= I am also not good at it.)/ 

Watashi mo suki desu. (= I also like it). / Watashi mo 
nihon no anime ga suki desu (= I also like Japanese 

animation). 
A Ainiku no tenki desu ne. (= It is bad weather, isn’t it ?) 

 

(It is important to find common points to have a good start for communication.  Some people say it is just a “noise” which 

has nothing to do with main  topic = zatsudan.  But without noise, the communication would be boring…) 


